Ailira
Cartland Tech Pty Ltd.

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: Australia
Intended User: Individuals, Organizations
Status of Development: In use
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Freemium (can pay to receive extra services on top of basic access)

Description
Ailira is an artificially intelligent legal assistant that is here to help you with your legal problems. You chat with her just as you a human lawyer. You can ask her questions, and she may ask you questions back to help guide you to helpful legal information. She can help you create documents, and if need be, speak with a human lawyer to review those documents and information provided to you.

Legal Areas of Use
- Wills and estates
- Corporate law
- Tax law
- Family law

Functions
- Access to legal information
- Online dispute resolution or prevention
- Document analysis
- Document drafting

User Policies
✓ Terms and Conditions and Privacy
Automio
Automio Ltd.

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: New Zealand
Intended User: Individuals, Organizations, Law firms
Status of Development: In use
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Time-based subscription

Legal Areas of Use
- Any area

Functions
- Online dispute resolution or prevention
- Document drafting
- Client intake and/or triage

User Policies
- Terms and Conditions
- Privacy policy

Description
In life and in business, sometimes we have to share information that is valuable, or that we don't want to be spread around.

Cleo can help you make sure that whoever is sharing information can retain control over how and where it is used. Would you believe Cleo can create a customised Confidentiality Agreement that's ready for use in 5 minutes?

Cleo is waiting to meet you and lead you through a short series of easy to answer questions and use your answers to create your customised Confidentiality Agreement.
Billy Bot
Clerksroom

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: Taunton, United Kingdom
Intended User: Individuals, Organizations
Status of Development: In use
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Information not found

Description
Billy Bot is a junior clerk robot who is programmed to help you find the right barrister or mediator for your legal problem.

Legal Areas of Use
- Any area

Functions
- Find a lawyer
- Online dispute resolution or prevention
- Document analysis
- Document drafting

User Policies
- Terms of service
- Privacy policy
Blue J Legal
Blue J Legal Inc.

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: Toronto, Ontario
Intended User: Individuals, Government, Organizations, Law firms
Status of Development: In use
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Information not found

Description
Blue J Legal’s AI-powered platforms accurately predict court outcomes and enable you to find relevant cases faster than ever before.

Blue J Legal’s tools help support the positions of professionals in Tax law, Employment Law and HR Compliance.

Legal Areas of Use
- Tax
- Employment
- Human Resources Compliance

Functions
- Explainable decision making
- Court analytics

User Policies
✓ Privacy Policy
✓ Terms of use
Botler AI

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: Canada
Intended User: Individuals, Organizations, Law firms
Status of Development: In use
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Information not found

Description
Botler AI’s multi-pronged approach implements a solution that helps firms meet regulatory compliance requirements, at a minimal cost.

Botler AI’s online tool is available 24/7 to triage users and provide them with personalized information

Legal Areas of Use
- Sexual misconduct

Functions
- Access to legal information
- Interpretation of legislation
- Client intake and/or triage

User Policies
✓ Terms of use
**Type of Institution:** For-profit

**Headquarters:** USA

**Intended User:** Law firms

**Status of Development:** In use

**Source Code Licensing:** Proprietary

**Revenue Stream:** Time-based subscription

---

**Description**

Have CARA A.I. do the research for you. Casetext’s artificial intelligence search, CARA, finds cases on the same facts, legal issues, and jurisdiction as your matter. Just drag and drop a brief or complaint and CARA will find on-point cases for you.

---

**Legal Areas of Use**

- Any area
The aim of Justinien is to create intelligent legal chatbot designed to address legal issues.

Cashmyflight is the first one (and the only available for now). It is a chatbot intended to help people obtain compensation in the event of problems with their airline.
Conflict Analytics
Conflict Analytics Lab

Type of Institution: Combination
Headquarters: Canada
Intended User: Individuals, Organizations, Law firms
Status of Development: In development
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Information not found

Description
A suite of tools in development for use in a wide range of legal areas.

Legal Areas of Use
- Consumer protection
- Competition law
- Employment law
- Intellectual property (trademarks)
- Small claims

Functions
- Access to legal information
- Interpretation of legislation
- Online dispute resolution or prevention
- Legal research

User Policies
N/A
Contract Companion
Litara Microsystems

**Type of Institution:** For-profit

**Headquarters:** USA

**Intended User:** Law firms

**Status of Development:** In use

**Source Code Licensing:** Proprietary

**Revenue Stream:** Information not found

---

**Description**

Use artificial intelligence to deliver high quality documents and contracts

---

**Legal Areas of Use**

- Contract law

---

**Functions**

- Online dispute resolution or prevention
- Document analysis
- Proofreading

---

**User Policies**

✓ Privacy policy
**Contract Standards**

**KM Standards**

**Type of Institution:** For-profit

**Headquarters:** USA

**Intended User:** Individuals, Organizations, Law firms

**Status of Development:** In use

**Source Code Licensing:** Proprietary

**Revenue Stream:** Information not found

**Description**

Contract Standards is a platform used to build and manage dynamic contract templates.

**Functions**

- Online dispute resolution or prevention
- Document analysis
- Document drafting

**User Policies**

✓ [Terms and conditions]

**Legal Areas of Use**

- Contract law
Decoding Law

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: China
Intended User: Individuals
Status of Development: In discussion
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Information not found

Description

Five students from Chinese University and the University of Hong Kong have developed a computer program to help anyone involved in a legal dispute navigate the challenges of interpreting the law.

With the help of machine-learning technology, the five students teamed with four developers created “Decoding Law” by building a browser plug-in that puts legislation into simpler terms for online users. Specific clauses can be located while “chatting” with a chatbot.

Legal Areas of Use

● Consumer protection

Functions

● Access to legal information
● Interpretation of legislation

User Policies

N/A
Destin.ai

**Type of Institution:** Combination

**Headquarters:** Canada

**Intended User:** Individuals

**Status of Development:** In use

**Source Code Licensing:** Proprietary

**Revenue Stream:** Service-based

---

**Description**

Destin AI is an intelligent immigration platform that is both transparent and accessible.

We are on a mission to create a pleasant experience for everyone on their new journey to Canada.

---

**Legal Areas of Use**

- Immigration law

---

**Functions**

- Find a lawyer
- Access to legal information
- Document drafting

---

**User Policies**

✓ Terms and conditions
✓ Privacy policy
The DoNotPay app is the home of the world's first robot lawyer. Fight corporations, beat bureaucracy and sue anyone at the press of a button.

FIGHT CORPORATIONS: let us know your problem and we will contact the corporation for you. Never have to waste hours on the phone again!

BEAT BUREAUCRACY: appeal your parking and traffic tickets and have government paperwork (DMV, SSA, TSA etc) completed automatically.

FIND HIDDEN MONEY: even if you don’t have a problem, DoNotPay can analyze your accounts to find hidden money. For example, bank fee refunds.

SUE ANYONE: owed more than $500? DoNotPay allows you to generate demand letters, court filings and even a script to read in court to get your money back.

Legal Areas of Use

- Parking infractions
- Consumer protection

Functions

- Legal self representation
- Access to legal information
- Online dispute resolution or prevention
- Document drafting

User Policies

✓ Terms of Services and Privacy Policy
**Type of Institution:** For-profit  
**Headquarters:** USA  
**Intended User:** Organizations, Law firms  
**Status of Development:** In use  
**Source Code Licensing:** Proprietary  
**Revenue Stream:** Information not found

**Description**

eBrevia uses industry-leading artificial intelligence, including machine learning and natural language processing technology, developed in partnership with Columbia University to extract data from contracts, bringing unprecedented accuracy and speed to contract analysis, due diligence, and lease abstraction.

**Legal Areas of Use**
- Contract law
- Housing

**Functions**
- Find a lawyer
- Document analysis

**User Policies**
- [Privacy Policy]
Eva Lexing
Alain Bensoussan
Avocats

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: France
Intended User: Organizations, Government
Status of Development: In use
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Time-based subscription

Description
Eva answers all your questions about the General Data Protection Regulation.

The mission: to support private companies, associations and public bodies in their compliance with the GDPR by providing them with a first level of information on the steps to be taken through automated conversations. The website says that the tool will eventually be aimed at users as well.

Legal Areas of Use
● Data protection and privacy law

Functions
● Access to legal information
● Document analysis

User Policies
✓ Notice légale
Eviction Chatbot
Data for Democracy

Type of Institution: Non-profit
Headquarters: USA
Intended User: Individuals
Status of Development: In development
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Information not found

Description
A conversational chatbot providing legal information to tenants facing eviction.

Legal Areas of Use
- Housing

Functions
- Access to legal information
Health Complaints Assist
Polaris Lawyer

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: Australia
Intended User: Individuals
Status of Development: In use
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Free

Description
The solution helps people to make complaints against any Victorian health care practitioner be it around misdiagnosis, unnecessary and expensive prescriptions, or unexplained and painful side effects of treatment.

Legal Areas of Use
- Medical liability

Functions
- Legal self representation
- Online dispute resolution or prevention
- Document drafting

User Policies
- Terms of service
- Privacy Policy
Josef

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: Australia
Intended User: Organizations, Law firms
Status of Development: In development
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Information not found

Description
Build bots to handle client interviews, triage or FAQs anytime, anywhere. Instantly generate personalised documents, from letters to contracts.

Our legal software allows you to get instant information and insights.

Legal Areas of Use
- Any area

Functions
- Client intake and/or triage
- Online dispute resolution or prevention
- Document drafting

User Policies
- Terms
- Privacy Policy
Juribot
Axa Protection Juridique

Type of Institution: Combination
Headquarters: France
Intended User: Individuals, Organizations
Status of Development: In development
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Information not found

Description
On a specific website from Axa France Company, a chatbot responds to questions about coproperty, purchase and sell, location and neighbourhood issues. It also gives legal advice.

Legal Areas of Use
- Housing

Functions
- Access to legal information

User Policies
- Terms of service
- Personal data policy
JusticeBot
Cyberjustice Laboratory

**Type of Institution:** Non-profit  
**Headquarters:** Canada  
**Intended User:** Individuals, Organizations  
**Status of Development:** In development  
**Source Code Licensing:** Proprietary  
**Revenue Stream:** Information not found  

---

### Description

JusticeBot is a computer software tool using Artificial Intelligence (AI) to provide a gateway to law and jurisprudence for the public.

The Cyberjustice Laboratory is developing a tool for tenants and landlords looking to terminate a lease in Québec jurisdiction.

---

### Legal Areas of Use

- Housing

---

### Functions

- Access to legal information
- Online dispute resolution or prevention or prevention

### User Policies

N/A
**Type of Institution:** For-profit  
**Headquarters:** France  
**Intended User:** Individuals  
**Status of Development:** No longer available  
**Source Code Licensing:** Proprietary  
**Revenue Stream:** Information not found

## Description

Justinien is the first legal chatbot in France which gives legal advice.

## Legal Areas of Use

- Personal injury
- Consumer protection

## Function

- Access to legal information

---

**User Policies**

N/A
**Type of Institution:** For-profit

**Headquarters:** Canada

**Intended User:** Individuals, Organizations, Law firms

**Status of Development:** In development

**Source Code Licensing:** Proprietary

**Revenue Stream:** Information not found

---

**Description**

Kira is a powerful machine learning software that identifies, extracts, and analyzes text in your contracts and other documents.

Kira automatically highlights and extracts provisions that are important to you and helps you organize your data for analysis.

---

**Legal Areas of Use**

- Contract law

---

**Functions**

- Document analysis

---

**User Policies**

- ✔ Terms of Service
- ✔ Privacy Policy
Larissa
LawDroid

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: Canada
Intended User: Individuals
Status of Development: No longer available
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Information not found

Description

The solution is a prototype of a voice-activated chatbot that offers legal info on filing for divorce.

Legal Areas of Use

- Family law

Functions

- Access to legal information

User Policies

N/A
LawBot
Elexirr Technologies

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: United Kingdom
Intended User: Individuals
Status of Development: No longer available
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Information not found

Description
The solution is able to predict whether a lawsuit would be won or lost if it went to court.

Legal Areas of Use
- Any area

Functions
- Access to legal information
- Interpretation of legislation
- Court analytics

User Policies
N/A
LawDroid Bots

LawDroid

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: USA
Intended User: Law firms
Status of Development: In use
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Time-based subscription

Description
The solution is a platform created by Tom Martin allowing law firms to mold LawDroid’s chatbot prototype to serve a firm’s particular needs.

Legal Areas of Use
- Any area

Functions
- Access to legal information
- Chatbot as a service
- Client intake and/or triage

User Policies
✓ Terms of Service
LawGeex

LawDroid

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: Canada
Intended User: Individuals, Organizations, Law firms
Status of Development: In use
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Information not found

Description
LawGeex uses artificial intelligence to review contracts based on your company’s predefined policies. It flags unacceptable or missing clauses, suggests corrections, and automatically approves the rest.

Legal Areas of Use
- Contract law

Functions
- Document analysis

User Policies
- Terms of Service
- Privacy Policy
Lawren.io

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: Belgium
Intended User: Law firms
Status of Development: In development
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Information not found

Description
Our smart chatbot will help clarify your client’s legal problem and throw light upon your working method. Let your customer interact with our contract bot.

Lawren.io will automatically generate your contract, so you can focus on the review and lawyer-specific changes. Get legal results automatically (both internal and external sources) based on your customer’s legal issue.

Legal Areas of Use
- Any area

Functions
- Access to legal information
- Online dispute resolution or prevention or prevention
- Document drafting
- Client intake and/or triage

User Policies
✓ Privacy Policy
**LegalBot**

**LegalBot Crypto**

**Type of Institution:** For-profit

**Headquarters:** Estonia

**Intended User:** Organizations

**Status of Development:** In development

**Source Code Licensing:** Proprietary

**Revenue Stream:** Information not found

---

**Description**

Lexi is an Australian chatbot that can be used to create a privacy policy or a non-disclosure agreement. It asks questions and uses the responses to give general information and create a document with the relevant details.

---

**Legal Areas of Use**

- Contract law
- Data protection and privacy

---

**Functions**

- Access to legal information
- Online dispute resolution or prevention or prevention
- Chatbot as a service
- Document drafting

---

**User Policies**

N/A
Lexi
LawPath

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: Australia
Intended User: Individuals, Organizations
Status of Development: In development
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Information not found

Description
LegalBot is a blockchain Legal Technology startup, helping in drafting legal smart contracts for cross-border business transactions

Legal Areas of Use
● Contract law (smart contracts)

Functions
● Online dispute resolution or prevention or prevention
● Document drafting

User Policies
✓ Terms and conditions
Lisa
Robot Lawyer Lisa Ltd

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: United Kingdom
Intended User: Individuals, Organizations
Status of Development: In use
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Free

Description
LISA's AI technology enables you to create legally binding agreements with another party, together, helping you both find a middle ground as quickly and cost effectively as possible.

Currently, LISA is able to offer non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) and has recently launched a suite of property contract tools. Further tools will be made available in the future.

Legal Areas of Use
- Contract law
- Housing

Functions
- Online dispute resolution or prevention or prevention
- Document drafting

User Policies
✓ Terms
Luminance Technologies Ltd

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: United Kingdom
Intended User: Law firms
Status of Development: In use
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Information not found

Legal Areas of Use
- Contract law

Functions
- Document analysis

User Policies
✓ Terms

Description
Pattern-recognition technology reads, understands and learns from the interaction between lawyers and documents, pinpointing warning signs that would be missed during a manual review.
Neota Suite
Neota Logic

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: USA
Intended User: Organizations, Law firms
Status of Development: In use
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Information not found

Description
Neota is an award-winning no-code AI automation platform, providing professionals with a wide range of easy-to-use tools to rapidly build applications that automate any aspect of their services.

Legal Areas of Use
- Any area

Functions
- Access to legal information
- Online dispute resolution or prevention
- Document drafting
- Expert systems platform-as-a-service
- Client intake and/or triage

User Policies
✓ Terms of use
✓ Privacy Policy
Parker
Norton Rose Fulbright

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: United Kingdom, Canada, Australia
Intended User: Individuals, Organizations
Status of Development: In use
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Information unavailable online

Legal Areas of Use
- Insurance
- Data protection and privacy
- Intellectual property (trademarks)

Functions
- Access to legal information
- Client intake and/or triage

User Policies
✓ Insurance chatbot disclaimer
✓ Canadian Data Privacy chatbot disclaimer
✓ Canadian Trademark Law chatbot disclaimer
✓ Australian Data Privacy chatbot disclaimer

Description
NRF Parker is a series of chatbots designed and built by our in-house technology experts in collaboration with our lawyers. Powered by artificial intelligence, Parker has the ability to understand natural language questions, making it possible for you to converse as if you were speaking to a human lawyer.
Prisca
Giulio Coraggio

Type of Institution: Individual
Headquarters: Italy
Intended User: Individuals, Organizations, Law firms
Status of Development: In use
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Information unavailable online

Description

Prisca is an artificial intelligence system, also known as a chatbot that can help your colleagues to find the information they need easier, reducing the amount of work of in-house legal teams.

You can test for free at this page the “basic” GDPR version of Prisca, but our chatbot can cover any area of law and can be adapted to the policies and procedures of any company.

Legal Areas of Use

- Design for Data protection and privacy but can be adapted to any area of law

Functions

- Access to legal information
- Chatbot as a service
- Client intake and/or triage

User Policies

✓ Privacy Policy
Qinghai’s Robot Lawyers
Qinghai Government

**Type of Institution:** Government

**Headquarters:** China

**Intended User:** Individuals

**Status of Development:** In discussion

**Source Code Licensing:** Proprietary

**Revenue Stream:** Information not found

**Description**

These robots aim to help local residents in remote areas — many who are herdsman and ethnic Tibetans — with legal issues in matrimonial, employment, consumer rights, traffic accidents, housing disputes and personal finance.

The robots can also provide people with information on law firms, notary organizations and forensic appraisals.

**Legal Areas of Use**

- Family law
- Employment law
- Consumer protection
- Traffic accidents
- Housing

**Functions**

- Access to legal information
- Chatbot as a service
- Client intake and/or triage

**User Policies**

N/A
Ravel Law
LexisNexis

**Type of Institution:** For-profit

**Headquarters:** USA

**Intended User:** Organizations, Law firms

**Status of Development:** In use

**Source Code Licensing:** Proprietary

**Revenue Stream:** Service-based

---

**Description**

A set of data-driven research tools for law firm analytics, courts and judges analytics and case law analytics.

---

**Legal Areas of Use**

- Any area

---

**Functions**

- Legal research
- Firm analytics
- Court analytics
- Judge analytics

---

**User Policies**

- [✓ Terms of service](#)
- [✓ Privacy Policy](#)
RAVN
iManage

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: USA
Intended User: Law firms
Status of Development: In use
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Information not found

Description
The solution provides the tools to organize, discover and summarize your documents, allowing all types of organizations to increase efficiency, increase productivity and mitigate risk.

Legal Areas of Use
- Any area

Functions
- Document classification

User Policies
- Privacy Policy
- Slavery & human trafficking statement
- Cloud services agreement
ROSS
ROSS Intelligence Inc.

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: USA
Intended User: Law firms
Status of Development: In use
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Time-based subscription

Description
ROSS uses the supercomputing power of IBM Watson to comb through huge batches of data and, over time, learn how to best serve its users. The software can sort through something in a matter of seconds that would normally take a human hours upon hours to review.

Employees enter commands into the software in everyday language, like when they need to find examples of precedence for specific cases. ROSS then searches through its legal database to produce the relevant information.

Legal Areas of Use
● Any area

Functions
● Legal research
● Document analysis

User Policies
✓ Terms of service
✓ Privacy Policy
Smartsettle suite
iCan Systems Inc.

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: Canada
Intended User: Individuals, Organizations, Government
Status of Development: In use
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenu Stream: Information not found

Description
Smartsettle is currently being used for conflict resolution and dispute prevention with family and small business disputes.

Our vision takes Smartsettle to a wide range of applications, from domestic issues (e.g., collective bargaining, aboriginal land claims, health care, etc.) to the most complex of international negotiations (e.g., peace treaties, water projects, energy projects, etc.).

Legal Areas of Use
- Insurance
- Small claims
- Debt settlement
- Family law
- Environmental law

- International law
- Aboriginal law

Functions
- Online dispute resolution or prevention

User Policies
✓ Terms of Use
✓ Privacy Policy
Solosuit
LawX, BYU Law School

**Type of Institution:** University
**Headquarters:** USA
**Intended User:** Individuals
**Status of Development:** In use
**Source Code Licensing:** Proprietary
**Revenue Stream:** Freemium

---

**Description**
Solosuit is a chatbot/expert system that handles debt law in Utah. It asks the relevant information needed and then fills out the appropriate legal document.

---

**Legal Areas of Use**
- Consumer protection (debt collection)

---

**Functions**
- Document drafting

---

**User Policies**
- Terms of service
- Privacy Policy
Visabot

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: USA
Intended User: Individuals
Status of Development: No longer available
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Information not found

Description
A Facebook messenger app that tried to use AI to talk to people and help them figure out their immigration situations.

Legal Areas of Use
- Immigration law

Functions
- Access to legal information
- Document drafting
- Document analysis

User Policies
✓ Terms of use
VisiRule
Logic Programming Associates Ltd.

Legal Areas of Use
- Contract law

Functions
- Document drafting
- Explainable decision making

User Policies
N/A

Type of Institution: For-profit
Headquarters: United Kingdom
Intended User: Organization, Law firms
Status of Development: In use
Source Code Licensing: Proprietary
Revenue Stream: Information not found

Description
VisiRule is a Low-Code, No-Code AI-powered software package which enables business professionals, such as lawyers, accountants, doctors, nurses and engineers, to develop and deliver smart explainable Expert Systems themselves without needing teams of programmers.